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Tech Rep Meeting Minutes 
November 9, 2022 

Meeting Protocols 

Review of support roles 

Meeting is private - do not share materials or notes with anyone who is not a member. 

Attendees will be invited to participate on a first-come, first-served basis, prioritizing those who 
have not yet participated. 

Zoom attendees should be muted unless speaking 

Land Acknowledgement 

Introduction of Zaa Joseph history with BCIT and BCITFSA. 

Acknowledgement of the Coast Salish People 

Definition of ‘unceded’. 

Review of offerings of the Indigenous Initiatives department. 

Presentation of family background and father’s status as veteran. 

Vice President’s Report 
Bargaining and Affiliation 

Bargaining session this morning. Update later during meeting. 

Review of staff and board attendance of labour movement conventions (CAUT, BCFed) 

Board focusing on bylaws Saturday, November 19 

January BCITFSA General Meeting Bylaw Review 

Will be proposing provision for bylaws allowing for hybrid meetings. Was reported to us as a 
requirement if we wish to continue with hybrid meetings post COVID 

The approval of provisions for hybrid meetings must be held in person. 

Hybrid meetings are very important to provide for accessibility. COVID experience has made it 
clear that online participation is greatly desired. 

BCIT Proposed Attendance Policy 

Deadline for feedback has been extended to January 25. 
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Please submit feedback directly, despite that the Union will also be giving feedback. Direct 
feedback is very important. 

State of the Union 
Attendance Policy Review 

2 alarming aspects for our members: 

• downloading assessment to members of accommodation request - increase in workload 
• there is no protection for faculty to mandate attendance based on terms of academic 

freedom - BCIT may only proscribe attendance requirements on the basis of non-academic 
issues 

CA trumps policy, with exception of safety and security issues 

Financial/Enrollment Update 

PTS and PTS international is down quite a bit. BCIT is an outlier across the Province. No clear 
cause we can point to as of yet. 

Notwithstanding Ontario 

What happened was seismic. Premier attempted to impose a collective agreement and 
threatened to use the not-withstanding clause even previous to the start of bargaining. This 
represented an attempt deny the right to strike. 

The result was the uniting of the labour movement in Ontario. Many rights we take for granted, 
are not without risk if we don’t assert them. 

Good news, but also a wake up call for the union movement. 

Questions 

Hoping that the Union will take a more proactive role in BCIT policy development. There is a 
problem around policy change notification. That said, very glad to see the Union’s response to 
this issue in particular. 

• Great comments 
• It is important to acknowledge, as you do, that policies can affect the day-to-day of 

members 

Bargaining Update 

Spent morning bargaining today. 

Spent a few days in October to land on some housekeeping items. 

We are at the bargaining table. 
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BCIT was telegraphing that they want to make progress, which recognizes that there will be 
costs to reaching agreement. 

We discussed today the bargaining mandate set by the BCGEU ratification. [Mandate available 
on the PSEC website] About 13-14% over three years depending on state of COLA. 

This round they have a flexibility allocation for years 1 and 2. We approximate this as around 
$350K and $370K in years one and two, respectively. 

Signed a few more tentative agreements today which will roll up to the tentative agreement 
submitted for ratification. Still discussing non-monetary items. 

Monetary package expected to be tabled by the end of the month. 

Questions 

This increase won’t cover inflation? 

• Correct - though comparatively we will be catching up to the rest of the country 

Where does the mandate come from? 

• PSEC in collaboration with Ministry and Treasury Board bargained with BCGEU and other 
larger unions, which trickles down to us as a set of parameters 

Why is this case? 

• It’s the provincial government’s way to obstruct open collective bargaining. 
• This is a really ruthless way to ensure union’s can’t bargain individually.  

Anything similar to last round’s ‘quad bucks’? 

• No, that was a clear priority of management’s desire to purchase changes to the QUAD 
agreement. We were able to force them to pay for that change. 

Any projection for change to benefits? 

• We don’t know 

What’s the cost for flexible work arrangements? 

• It implies for them a relinquishment of management rights. Often appetite for a proposal 
is more relevant than cost. 

How is BCIT going to recruit and retain faculty if not increasing pay scales in a competitive 
market? 

• We haven’t reached monetary proposals yet. 

Is PSEA creating roadblocks for us? 
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• We can’t know where our bargaining goes from Treasury Board, to Ministries, PSEC, PSEA. 
There is meddling at every step. 

LR Education: Open Question Period 

This is a repetition of a previous panel that was very much liked by attendees. 

As a reference, the top 5 case areas: 

• Workload 
• Leaves 
• Selection and Appointment 
• Discipline 
• Professional Development 

There is a provision for selection committee reports, has anyone produced these? The selection 
committee is supposed to draft initial placement, has anyone ever done that? 

• We have some education materials that speak to this placement on salary scale 
• [Tech rep response] I may have the original form used in working on selection committee 

performing all these duties. That was 23 years ago. I believe we should go back to this. 
• You’re referring to Article 5.2.3 detailing the responsibilities of the selection committee. It 

is incumbent on members of the committees to perform these duties. 
• [Tech rep response] Report seems to be produced, if it is, by manager. 
• [Tech rep response] HR is refusing to accept placement set by committee. HR says they 

have a policy. I tried to have my second temporary position correct the step placement. HR 
says that having accepted a previous contract within 5 months limits them to that step. 

– You’ll want to ask for specific references to policy and the CA that HR is purporting 
to be acting on the basis of. 

• [Tech rep response] I have an appeal in the IPC and have gotten no feedback. 
– You’ll want to reach out to Lydia Carnie proactively to get a status update, 

referencing Article 11 with the requirements for handling IPC appeal. 
• Disagreements can be vetted through labour management committee and eventually 

grieve any decision there made. We’re interested in particulars of what HR is presuming to 
quote. 

• It is important that everyone in the committee get a written document from the Chair of 
the committee. 

• [Tech rep response] We had a candidate in our area set at a step with which they were 
dissatisfied. He drafted letter to AD and the change was made. 
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MEO Request: Department Profiles 

In an effort to allow departments to connect with each other and learn from each other in the 
context of departmental collegial governance, would anyone like to produce a departmental 
profile as a first step towards this goal? 

Questions 

Want to appreciate Michael and Shannon’s presentation in our department on collegial 
governance. 

Is the department meant to be specific to a person, or generic? 

• Generic would be ideal 

Where will these be used? 

• In our newsletter publications 

Open Forum 

What is the appropriateness of a small group of department members creating policy and 
presenting it to a department for approval without notice? 

• Department can delegate responsibilities, but they can also take it back. Workloading is a 
departmental responsibility. 

• Article 14.4 refers to this right to delegate. 
• Delegated decisions must be brought back to the group for approval. 
• There is a requirement for a dispute resolution process - See Article 8.8 and 8.9 for 

workload disputes 
• Departmental presentation slides are gong to be sent out, but only to members, not 

management 

Do we know when the Winter break is scheduled? 

• This is always for non-instructional. We are off after the 21, and back on the 4th. 

I would love for someone to walk me through the budget and how the budget reflects the 
strategic priorities. 

• We can address this, certainly. 
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